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other hand he played with a knife, arranged bread-crumbs in a neat row on the table-cloth. His heart was full of a calm bitterness, which he found almost a pleasure. At this moment it would have taken something very much out of the way to disappoint him or even to surprise him.
He thought about the window in Notre-Dame. The little cut-glass salt-cellar had scintillations that were rather mysterious, rather fine. The cloth developed a whiteness which seemed enormous. What did one know about it ? Who was to measure these things ? There seemed to be active exchanges between objects, of a mystical or purely spiritual kind, in -which man, for all his enterprise, was not invited to take part. A kind of ant-hill life. Thousands and thousands of ant-trails in shining sand. Sportsmen, busy in pursuit of prey, put their big feet on all this.
As the other man had stopped talking, Gurau finally said, in the most formal tone of voice :
cc I might have something to say to you about the means which you have adopted of forcing this conversation upon me. We can return to that later. Meanwhile, since we are
here	   Go on, monsieur — Fm listening.9*
<e I see you're judging me harshly. . . . But I beg you not to make that a reason for letting this dish get cold. It's no good unless it is eaten quite hot.. .. May I help you ? Allow me. . . . Don't suppose for a moment that I am acting as an emissary of anybody else at all. On the contrary, I should get into very hot water if anybody knew* » . . You see, monsieur, I have been present at meetings, and taken part in them, at which there was a lot of talk about you. I spoke against you myself. Fm not denying it. But when I thought it over, it made me sick. Since yesterday morning especially. You bkve no idea how far I've got, Look here, my dear sir: a system which makes situations like this possible, which makes them inevitable, is an abominable system* A state of society like ours is damnable,**
Not only did Samm<§caud?s tone ring true ; but you had also the impression that he was suddenly giving expression* and for the first time, to thoughts which he had only just

